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C H A P T E R  O N E

 THE GIFT

BERNARD STARED ANXIOUSLY out the large picture 

window in his living room, hoping his fi nal 

gift would soon arrive. It was his twelfth birthday, 

and his parents, his older cousin Maurice, and a 

few of his friends from the neighborhood were 

huddled around the kitchen table laughing and 

eating birthday cake and ice cream.
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Everyone except for Bernard, who couldn’t stop 

wondering if the gift from his famous globe-trot-

ting Grandpa Jones would arrive like he’d promised 

it would. Bernard was happy with his other gifts, 

but he knew his grandpa’s gift would definitely be 

the best. He admired Grandpa Jones and dreamed of 

someday traveling the world, taking photographs of 

cool places, and discovering awesome ancient relics, 

just like him.

Bernard’s father, Walter, was helping pass around 

the ice cream and cake but never stopped watching 

Bernard. “Bernard, your ice cream is melting, son,” 

Walter said.

“OK. I’ll be right there, Dad.” Bernard tried to 

mask any sign of disappointment that his grandpa’s 

gift had not arrived. He knew his dad would say, “I 
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told you so,” so he tried to act as if it didn’t bother 

him—even though it did.

Bernard grabbed a huge chunk of cake and plopped 

it into his bowl next to his melting peanut-but-

ter-and-chocolate ice cream, which was his favorite. 

He took a huge bite of chocolate cake, leaving behind 

a big glob of frosting on his cheek. “What time is 

it, anyway?” He mumbled with his mouth full of the 

delicious cake.

His mother, Faith, wiped the frosting from his face. 

“Baby, don’t talk with your mouth full. It’s almost 

seven o’clock, so Grandpa’s gift probably isn’t going 

to show up today,” she said gently.

“Ahh, darn, so we don’t get to see this awesome 

motor scooter Bernard has been talking about all 

week at the park?” his friend Alex said as he stuffed 

a huge bite of cake into his mouth and smiled.
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Oh no! Bernard thought and glared at Alex. He 

never told his parents what his grandpa was get-

ting him because he knew they wouldn’t understand. 

They would just think he was too young or too small 

to drive a motor scooter—and he was right.

“His what?” Faith said as she dropped all of the 

crumpled wrapping paper she was gathering. She 

looked at Bernard’s father in confusion. “What motor 

scooter, Walter?”

“Faith, don’t look at me. I didn’t know my dad was 

getting him a scooter,” he said. “But it doesn’t sur-

prise me.”

Sensing the tension, Bernard’s friends slipped out 

of the room and announced that they needed to get 

going. Bernard followed them outside to see them 

off. He peeked back into the house to see his parents 

having a heated discussion about the motor scooter. 
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Bernard felt bad because his friends had all left and 

his parents were angry with his grandpa again for no 

reason.

To be completely honest, he wasn’t even certain he 

was getting a motor scooter from Grandpa Jones. He 

had a good idea, but he wasn’t 100 percent certain. 

It seemed obvious the last time they spoke. It was 

just last week when he had the video phone call with 

Grandpa Jones, who was staying at his tranquil beach 

house somewhere on the west coast of Africa. He 

had been there for a couple of years on an important 

assignment to track down a collection of rare arti-

facts for the local cultural center’s museum. He was 

also preparing for a tour for his latest book. Grandpa 

Jones was one of the world’s best travel photogra-

phers and had just released a book filled with photos 
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and stories from some of his greatest adventures to 

the most exotic places on earth.

During the video call, Bernard spotted a beautiful 

brand-new red motor scooter equipped with a black 

helmet parked in the back of his grandpa’s garage 

amid some old boxes and strange relics. Bernard 

remembered Grandpa Jones’s words during the call: 

“The birthday gift I’m sending you will take you to 

all the places you want to go. I know your parents 

are extra protective of you, so this gift will be a safe 

way for you to go on adventures just like your old 

grandpa.”

Bernard had decoded the words “take you places” 

to mean “scooter” and “a safe way” to mean “helmet.” 

Obviously, right?

By the time Bernard’s last friend was heading 

home, the sun was setting, and he was certain his 
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scooter wouldn’t arrive on his birthday. After a few 

more peaceful moments alone, he eased back inside 

the house to be greeted with the sound of his parents 

in full panic mode.

“He’s still not answering his phone,” said Faith, 

who was determined to get some answers about the 

motor scooter.

“He’s probably in a dead zone—out in some jungle 

or desert or wherever he goes,” Walter said. “Leave 

him another message to call us back immediately.”

“Great! Now his voice mailbox is full.” Faith calmly 

sat the phone down, rubbed her temples, and smiled 

nervously at Bernard. “Baby, why wouldn’t you tell 

us about this motor scooter?”

Bernard took a deep breath. Just as he was about to 

speak, his mom’s phone rang.
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“It’s him,” she said. “Dad, thank you for calling me 

back, we…”

Before she could launch into her concerns, she 

was interrupted by a woman’s voice with a West 

African accent. “No, no. I’m very sorry. This is not 

your baba; my name is Sada. I live next door to Mr. 

Jones’s house. He and my husband, Kene, are away, 

and he asked me to answer his calls.”

“Sada, can you please have him call his daugh-

ter-in-law, Faith—regarding the motor scooter—

when he gets back?”

“Oh, yes. I will most certainly let him know the 

message.”

Faith hung up the phone. “Well, Bernard, until we 

hear back from your grandpa, you are grounded for 

keeping this from us,” she said.

“But, Mom, I…”
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“Bernard, you heard what your mom said. You’re 

grounded until we find out what’s going on,” his 

father added.

Bernard’s head dropped. He gathered all of his 

gifts, ambled back to his bedroom, and closed the 

door. Awesome, he thought to himself. He couldn’t 

believe his best gift ever didn’t show up and he had 

just been grounded on his own birthday.
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 WHO’S OUT THERE?

AFTER A FEW hours of solitary confi nement in 

his bedroom, Bernard had fi nished reading 

the entire instructions manual to his new head-

phones while listening to loud hip-hop music. He 

removed the headphones from his ears to go to 

the bathroom and heard a faint tapping from out-

side his bedroom window.
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Startled and confused, he noticed it was now 10:00 

p.m., and he couldn’t imagine who would be tapping 

on his window at that hour.

He heard the tapping again, this time a bit louder. 

Bernard turned off the lights in his room, grabbed 

his trusty nunchakus, and slowly approached the 

window. He took a deep breath and, in one quick 

motion, snatched the blinds up. To his surprise, no 

one was there. His eyes slowly surveyed the perim-

eter of the quiet, moonlit neighborhood. He briefly 

turned his head away to find his binoculars in his 

desk drawer and turned back to the window.

He didn’t need a closer look. A shadowy figure sud-

denly appeared directly in front of his window, staring 

at him. Bernard stumbled backward and tripped over 

his basketball, sending his nunchakus and binoculars 

flying in opposite directions. “Who are you, and what 
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do you want?” Bernard shouted as he scrambled to 

his feet and started running to get his dad.

“Dude, I think your scooter is here,” the person 

shouted through the glass.

Bernard froze in his tracks, peeked back around 

his bedroom door from the hallway, and squinted his 

eyes to get another look.

The stranger pulled down the hood on his sweat-

shirt. “Dude, it’s me—Alex. Sorry I scared you, but 

I was riding home from Eric’s house and saw a big 

wooden crate on your front doorstep and thought 

I would let you know the birthday gift from your 

grandpa is here.”

“Man, you scared me half to death. Are you serious? 

It’s here?” Bernard tiptoed to his parents’ door to 

ensure they were sound asleep and then made his 

move to the front door. He opened the door, and there 
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it was: a large wooden crate nailed securely together. 

It was covered in stamps of the cities it had passed 

through to arrive. The name Rover Motor Scooter 

Company was branded on the sides of the crate.

Bernard couldn’t wait until the next morning to 

see it. Since he was already grounded and his par-

ents would never let him ride it, tonight was his only 

chance to take it for a spin. He and Alex used all 

their strength to move the crate thirty feet to his dad’s 

workshop directly behind Bernard’s house.

Bernard grabbed a crowbar and pried on every side 

of the crate but couldn’t get it to open. Frustrated, 

Bernard spotted his dad’s power saw, which he was 

forbidden to touch. But this was his only chance, so 

he plugged in the saw and turned it on. Just as he 

started to make his first cut into the wood, the saw 

shut down.
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“Going somewhere tonight, son?” Walter was 

shaking his head and holding the cord in his hand.

Busted, Bernard thought.

“Alex, what on earth are you doing out this late at 

night?” Walter asked. “Do your parents know where 

you are?”

“Yes…well, no…I mean they knew where I was but 

not where I am now.”

“Get home, Alex,” Walter said.

“Sorry, Bernard. I’ll see you tomorrow?” Alex 

apologized, jumped onto his skateboard, and zig-

zagged down the sidewalk into the dark.

“You might see him, and you might not,” Walter 

shouted indignantly.
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 THE MANSA MUSA GANG

AS THE FULL moon illuminated the night sky 

and the ocean waves behind Grandpa Jones’s 

house washed up onto the white-sand beach, 

a white Jeep covered in dirt slowly turned into 

the driveway and stopped in front of his house. 

Out from the passenger side jumped Charles T. 

Jones, a.k.a. Grandpa Jones, a spry and fi t older 
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man dressed in tan cargo pants and vest, hiking 

boots, and a brown safari hat with one feather in 

the hatband. He sported a full silver beard, a big 

cheerful smile, and a sparkle in his eye. He was 

exhausted but happy to be home after a long and 

arduous two-day journey to locate a rare artifact 

for the local cultural center’s new Mansa Musa 

exhibit. He removed the tan burlap bag from the 

back seat of the Jeep that contained the priceless 

relic and handed it to the driver, Kene. Kene, who 

was his neighbor, was a native to this part of the 

country and had proved to be a trustworthy and 

reliable friend to Grandpa Jones. He loved to help 

Grandpa Jones drive to difficult-to-find places in 

search of relics.

“You can go ahead and take it inside, Kene,” 
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Grandpa Jones said. “I’m going to grab my camera 

bag and be right in.”

Kene went inside with the artifact and shut the door. 

A couple of minutes later, Grandpa Jones walked into 

the pitch-black house and put down his camera bag. 

He carefully navigated his way through the living 

room and headed straight to the kitchen for a long-

overdue drink of water. He didn’t even bother finding 

a glass but instead guzzled the water straight from 

the large clear-glass pitcher.

“Staying hydrated is definitely important in Africa, 

isn’t it, Mr. Jones?” a voice with a strange accent said 

in the darkness.

Grandpa Jones put down the glass pitcher. “Who 

is that, and what are you doing in my home?” He 

snatched off his round glasses and wiped the dust 

from them so he could try to see more clearly. With 
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help from the refrigerator light, Grandpa Jones saw a 

large man sitting in his favorite leather reading chair 

in his living room.

“Mr. Jones, my name is Remi Hawkins III. You 

don’t know me, but I believe you may have discov-

ered something on your little adventure that belongs 

to me.”

Now with the help from a beam of moonlight 

streaming through a crack in the living-room cur-

tains, Grandpa Jones saw a big, round, sweaty face 

looking back at him. “Look, mister, I don’t know 

who you are, but you have about five seconds to get 

out of my house.” Grandpa Jones grabbed his tele-

phone. “Or I’m calling the authorities to escort you 

out for trespassing.”

“I don’t think that’s going to be necessary,” Remi 

calmly replied as he flicked on a reading lamp next to 
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the chair. The light revealed two muscle-bound men 

dressed in black standing on either side of him with 

their faces snarling and fists balled up. “Mr. Jones, I’d 

like you to meet my business associates, Boris and 

Ivan.”

Boris and Ivan were obviously Remi’s muscle and 

ready to attack on command. Ivan was holding the 

tan burlap bag that Kene had just brought inside the 

home.

“You may not know me, but you probably know 

my work,” Remi said.

“What work?” Grandpa Jones replied.

“You see, I like to collect rare Mansa Musa artifacts 

too. The only difference is, I prefer to take them from 

beautiful indoor air-conditioned museums instead of 

dreadful outdoor miserable places like you do.”

After thinking about it for a moment, Grandpa 
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Jones had the answer. “You’re the Mansa Musa 

Gang, aren’t you? You’re the ones who stole all the 

artifacts I tracked down last year for the cultural cen-

ter’s Mansa Musa exhibit.”

“You’re very sharp, Mr. Jones. The problem is, 

there are only two artifacts remaining that I need. 

And since the museum has now improved its security, 

I decided we would just go straight to the source this 

time and steal them directly from you, Mr. Jones.”

Remi snatched a brightly painted wooden tribal 

mask from the brown burlap bag.

“Like this, the infamous magic tribal mask. One 

half of the two most priceless—and some say mag-

ical—artifacts that once belonged to Mansa Musa 

over six hundred years ago. Both were gifts given to 

him by a magical craftsman who carved them from 

wood taken from a wishing tree. The magic tribal 
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mask could answer any question he ever asked it, 

while the magic chair could teleport him to any place 

he could imagine. But the most exciting part about 

the chair is a scroll hidden inside it that shows the 

secret location to Mansa Musa’s infamous hidden 

treasure. Any of this ring a bell, Mr. Jones?”

“Of course it does. I’m the one who researched it 

and wrote about it in my book,” Grandpa Jones said. 

“Look, I’m sorry, but that mask doesn’t belong to you. 

It’s going to the cultural center where it belongs.”

“Not anymore. Now it’s coming with me, and so 

are you. Because according to your little book here, 

you also know the whereabouts of the magic chair. 

So you are going to take us to it tomorrow morning, 

or your friendly neighbor and his wife here are going 

to pay.”

Boris reached behind the sofa and pulled up 
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Grandpa Jones’s friend Kene and his wife, who were 

tied up together with tape over their mouths.

“OK, OK, don’t hurt them,” Grandpa Jones pleaded. 

“I only know where the magic chair and scroll are 

said to be located, but we’ve never looked there. The 

old blind craftsman who gave me the tribal mask told 

me where I could find the chair. His ancestor was the 

magical craftsman who made the artifacts for Mansa 

Musa. And now the old blind craftsman makes rep-

licas of the magic chair for tourists.”

“Fascinating. You can tell us more about it on the 

way there tomorrow morning,” Remi said.

“I can’t go with you tomorrow because I have an 

important keynote speech and book signing tomorrow 

at the bookstore. People are expecting to see me. If 

I don’t show up, then they’ll start looking for me, 

which will make you look like a kidnapper.”
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Remi thought for a moment. “Fine, we will go with 

you and keep a close eye on you. After the event is 

over, you will take us to the magic chair.”

Grandpa Jones knew that if the legend were true 

about the magic relics, then a greedy and ruthless 

person like Remi would no doubt use their magic and 

power to cause more harm than good to the world.

The next morning, Grandpa Jones, Remi, and Ivan 

loaded up in a large black SUV and headed to town 

for Grandpa Jones’s book-signing event at the book-

store. Meanwhile, Remi’s other goon, Boris, and his 

three vicious dogs stood guard over Kene and his 

wife, Sada, who were tied up together in the base-

ment of their home.

“And remember, Mr. Jones, any funny business, 
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and we will release the dogs on your dear friends,” 

Remi told Grandpa Jones as the car pulled away.
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 THE MAGIC CHAIR

ONE…TWO… THREE… LIFT,” Walter instructed Ber-

nard and his cousin Maurice as they 

attempted to load the motor-scooter crate into the 

back of Walter’s pickup truck.

Bernard’s parents had decided that he wasn’t ready 

for the scooter yet and were arranging to send it back 
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to the manufacturer and refund Grandpa Jones’s 

money.

“I’m sorry, Bernard, but you both should have 

approved this with us,” Faith said from the porch as 

she sipped her warm tea in her robe and slippers.

“So if Grandpa would’ve asked you before buying 

it, you would’ve said OK?”

“Probably not, but it would’ve been the right thing 

to do,” Walter said. “OK, I think we’ve got it secured 

on the truck now.”

“Uncle Walter, I don’t think this strap is locked 

tightly,” said Mo, examining one side of the truck.

“It’s fine. I’ll be back soon.” Walter began to back 

out of the driveway.

Alex came zooming down the sidewalk. “Hey, 

dudes, what’s going on?”

“Dad, look out for Alex!” Bernard yelled.
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Walter slammed on the brakes, and the loose strap 

that Mo mentioned came loose. The scooter crate slid 

forward, toppled over the tailgate, and burst open on 

the ground.

“Oh, that’s just great. Alex, go home,” Walter said.

“Sorry, Mr. Jones,” Alex said sheepishly before 

hopping back onto his skateboard and zooming ner-

vously down the sidewalk.

What they found within the broken plywood crate 

wasn’t a shiny red scooter. It was a beautiful yet 

strange wooden chair painted bronze and gold with 

three little toothed gears made of bronze at the top 

of the chair’s backrest. Also within the debris was 

a fresh copy of Grandpa Jones’s book and a letter to 

Bernard peeking out between pages.

Everyone stared silently at the mysterious chair. 

Bernard felt that Grandpa Jones was trying to play 
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some kind of cruel joke on him. His parents were 

relieved but felt bad for leaving so many scolding 

messages on Grandpa Jones’s voice mail.

“Well, I guess Dad wasn’t being as irresponsible as 

I had thought,” said Walter, breaking the silence.

“I’m going to go call him right now and apologize 

before we leave for the wedding,” said Faith, pulling 

her robe together tightly and slipping back into the 

house.

“Bernard, what is this?” Mo asked.

“How would I know?” Bernard snapped back. Even 

though Bernard had always loved looking at his grand-

pa’s photo books and admired all of Grandpa Jones’s 

rare artifacts and relics he had collected through the 

years, at this moment he was disappointed with the 

chair.

“C’mon, boys, let’s get it out of the middle of the 
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driveway,” Walter said as he picked up pieces of the 

broken crate.

Bernard picked up his grandpa’s book and stared 

at his photo on the cover. He noticed the folded letter 

inside but didn’t open it.

“Let’s go, son. You’ll have all weekend to read your 

book and admire your first ancient relic.”

Later that morning, Walter and Faith hurried 

around, getting ready to go out of town for Faith’s 

sister’s wedding. Bernard was in his room stretched 

out on his bed, shooting his basketball straight up 

into the air and catching it over and over.

“OK, son, you know the rules,” said Walter, 

leaning into Bernard’s bedroom doorway. “You’re 

still grounded for sneaking out last night and using 

my power saw.”
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Bernard caught the ball and sat up in his bed. 

“Aww, Dad, seriously? I didn’t even make a single 

cut with the saw,” Bernard said.

Walter ignored Bernard’s point. “So no going 

to Elmdale Park to play basketball and no friends 

coming over while we’re gone—especially Alex.”

“But, Dad—”

“Dad nothing. This is light punishment, Bernard. 

You should be thanking me.”

“So I’m basically going to be in jail—in my own 

home.”

Faith hurried past Walter into Bernard’s room and 

gave Bernard a big kiss on the cheek. “It’s just until 

we get home tomorrow.”

“You can still read your books and play with your 

birthday gifts. Maybe you can learn more about the 

chair Grandpa sent you.”
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Walter held his hand out for Bernard to shake. “So 

just to be clear: you don’t leave that front door, and 

no friends—especially Alex—are to come through 

that front door while we’re gone, got it?”

“Fine.” Bernard shook his father’s hand in agree-

ment, plopped back down onto his bed, and resumed 

shooting his basketball into the air.

“Maurice said he would stop by after his foot-

ball practice this afternoon to check on you and stay 

over,” Faith said.

“Oh, I almost forgot.” Walter popped his head back 

into the doorway. “Old man Jenkins across the street 

said he’d keep an eye out for any shenanigans, so we 

will know if you break our agreement.”

Bernard walked over to his window and saw Mr. 

Jenkins—the neighborhood’s human surveillance 

camera—staring back at him while smoking his pipe. 
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He pointed his index and middle finger at his own 

eyes and pointed them back at Bernard to let him 

know that he was watching him.

Bernard’s parents waved to him in the window as 

they drove away. Bernard snatched the shades closed. 

This time, without thinking, he plopped down onto 

the strange wooden chair that Grandpa Jones had sent 

him. Just as his butt hit the seat, something pecu-

liar happened. A little narrow wooden drawer sprang 

open from underneath like a cash register. Bernard 

quickly looked down and discovered that the drawer 

contained an ancient brass astrolabe, a few gold coins, 

a silver quill, a small bottle of black ink, and a tat-

tered papyrus scroll with a little piece of rope tied 

around it.

“What in the world?” Bernard was so excited 

that he couldn’t decide which to pick up first. His 
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imagination had started its engine and was now 

ready to go. He first wondered if it was some sort of 

ancient booby trap that could hurt him, so he picked 

up his grandpa’s book and snatched the letter to see if 

Grandpa Jones had left him any clues or instructions.
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 THE SCROLL

BERNARD SCRAMBLED TO open the letter from 

Grandpa Jones, which read:

Dear Grandson,
On my last photography assignment in Mali, I 

stopped off in Timbuktu to do some extra research. 
There I met a wise old blind man who came from a 
long lineage of master wood craftsmen. He sold me 
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one of his extraordinary replicas of the ancient and 
legendary magical reading chair that once belonged 
to the African king Mansa Musa. The legend says the 
real chair was made over six hundred years ago by 
the blind man’s ancestor from a special wood cut from 
a magic wishing tree. The legend also says that Mansa 
Musa could teleport himself to faraway places while 
sitting in the chair and imagining where he wanted to 
go. No one else was ever able to activate the chair’s 
magic powers, and the real chair was never found 
after he died. You’ll also see that I sent you a copy of 
my latest book filled with photos and stories about all 
the places I visited last year. I want you to try out the 
chair and read my book to see if this one will work its 
magic for you!

Travel safely, and have fun,
Grandpa Jones
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Whoa, this is so cool, Bernard thought. He picked 

up the replica artifacts from the drawer one by one 

and examined them, saving the papyrus scroll for 

last. He carefully unrolled the scroll and placed it on 

his desk. He weighted down each corner with four 

of his basketball trophies. He immediately realized 

it was written in some language he couldn’t under-

stand. On the front was a long list of some kind, and 

on the back was a hand-drawn map. Amazing! This 

was too much for his imagination to handle.

He needed more information. Who was this Mansa 

Musa? Where is the land on this map? Where is 

Timbuktu? He ran to the blinds and snatched the cord 

to open them. The sunbeams burst through the blinds 

and warmed the room. Mr. Jenkins was still watching 

like a hawk, but Bernard didn’t care. He suddenly 

had more than enough to keep himself entertained. 
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He grabbed Grandpa Jones’s book, turned the magic 

chair around to face his desk, and sat down to start 

reading. He flipped through the pages to find out more 

about Timbuktu, Mansa Musa, and the magic chair. 

But something weird happened. When he glanced 

back at the scroll, he could read the words. At the 

top, it said, “Rules of the magic chair.”

Wait a second—how can I read this now? Bernard 

was completely baffled. Then he noticed a clicking 

sound behind his head. When he turned around, 

he saw the three little bronze gears moving slowly. 

Click…click…click.

Now even more confused and slightly spooked, 

Bernard hopped off the chair and stepped away from 

it. The gears immediately stopped, and the writing 

on the scroll returned to a language he couldn’t 
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understand. OK, what’s up with this? Are there bat-

teries in this thing or something?

His heart began to race with his next thought. Is 

this the real magic chair and not just a replica? He 

knew there was only one way to find out. He eased 

back over to the window and closed the blinds to 

ensure Mr. Jenkins couldn’t see inside. He slowly 

walked back to the chair and nervously sat down. He 

closed his eyes and said a little prayer before opening 

them to reexamine the scroll.
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 THE RULES

WHEN BERNARD LOOKED back down at the scroll 

this time…nothing. The letters were still 

foreign symbols that he couldn’t understand, and 

the bronze gears on the chair were not moving.

Shoot! What happened? Why isn’t it working now? 

Bernard thought quietly for a few moments and fi g-

ured he must have been so excited about the magic 
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chair’s legend that he imagined it was all real—after 

all, it wouldn’t be the first time he’d done that. He 

started reading his book again but realized the room 

was too dark, so he opened the blinds and let the sun-

light pour onto him and the chair.

OK, that’s better. He flipped the book back open 

to a photo of Grandpa Jones standing in front of the 

Great Pyramid of Giza and was so entranced that he 

didn’t notice the words on the scroll had magically 

changed back to English. Man, Gramps is the luck-

iest guy in the world. He started removing the tro-

phies that were holding down the corners of the scroll 

so he could put it away and make more room on his 

desk for his book. As he was rolling up the scroll, he 

started reading it again without realizing. “Rule one. 

Be sure the chair is exposed to strong beams of nat-

ural sunlight.”
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Well, there’s definitely plenty of that in this room. 

Hey, wait…I just read that. He quickly unrolled the 

scroll and spread it out on his desk again. “Rule two. 

You must sit in the chair while imagining the desired 

destination.”

It’s working, I can read it again. Bernard saw the 

gears on the chair moving again, this time a little 

faster. Woo-hoo! It’s working. It’s all working again. 

OK, focus, Bernard. What’s the next rule?

The rules read as follows:

1. Be sure the chair is exposed to strong beams of 
natural sunlight.

2. You must sit in the chair while imagining the 
desired destination.

3. You must vividly imagine yourself being at the 
destination.

4. Once the chair’s magic is activated for a short 
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time, anyone in contact with the chair will also 
be teleported.

5. You will always arrive at your destination in a 
different chair or seat that’s specific to that place.

6. It will always be the same time of day at the trav-
eler’s destination regardless of time differences.

7. The chair’s magic wears off after three hours.

8. You must return to the same chair, a.k.a. seat, 
a.k.a. hot spot, you arrived at to return home.

9. You can either go home before or after the three 
hours have expired or continue your journey to a 
different destination.

10. You must keep all items you travel with intact to 
be teleported back home.

Bernard read through all the rules several times 

before deciding it was time to test them out and go 

someplace using the chair’s magic. The book was left 

open to the photo of Grandpa Jones in Egypt. Bernard 

decided it looked like a good place for starters, but 

first he’d need some lunch—to go.

Bernard stormed into the kitchen with Grandpa 
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Jones’s book. His mom usually made his lunch, 

which always included a portion of nuts, grains, 

fruits, vegetables, and a protein. He prepared two 

crunchy peanut-butter and grape-jelly sandwiches—

which covered the grains, nuts, and fruit in one shot. 

A big bag of potato chips: vegetables, check. And a 

few pieces of his favorite hot and spicy beef jerky: 

protein, check.

He sat down at the kitchen table and plotted his 

trip. He had read in the rules that the magic lasts for 

only three hours per trip. To teleport back home, he 

would have to return to the exact spot wherever he 

arrived, which the rules described as the “hot spot.” 

But if he doesn’t get to the hot spot in time, he would 

be stranded in that place. It also said he could come 

home before the three hours expire by returning to 

the hot spot sooner. Finally, he can also teleport from 
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the hot spot to any other place he imagines before 

the three hours expire instead of going directly back 

home. Phew! I know it’s complicated, he thought.

With all this in mind, Bernard decided for his 

first trip, he would visit the pyramids in Egypt, then 

Buckingham Palace in England, and finally the Great 

Wall of China.

His plan was to spend one hour in each place and 

be back home in three hours just in case Mr. Jenkins 

decided to be nosy and come by the house.
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 THE THREE-HOUR 
WORLD TOUR

WITH HIS BACKPACK loaded with his lunch, 

nunchakus, and the scroll, Bernard sat 

down in the chair and began to read about his 

grandpa’s adventure in Egypt. His imagination 

started to churn, and the bronze gears on the chair 

began to turn. The faster he read, the faster the 
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gears turned, and the brighter the sunlight shined 

on him until he could barely see the words on the 

page. In a flash, he disappeared. The magic chair 

was suddenly empty and alone in Bernard’s room.

When Bernard opened his eyes, he could hardly 

believe what he saw.

The Great Pyramid of Giza! He gasped. I’m in 

Egypt.

He was so amazed that it took him a few moments 

to realize he was sitting high on a camel.

Whoa, a camel—I’m riding a camel right now.

Just like that, two of Bernard’s biggest dreams 

had come true, thanks to Grandpa Jones’s magical 

birthday gift. And to think he was mad about not get-

ting a silly motor scooter.

He was so excited that he immediately wanted to 

share the good news. He grabbed his phone from 
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his pocket and wondered whom he could call. He 

knew his best friend, Alex, would get excited and 

tell everyone. Then the whole town would find out—

including his parents. Since Bernard didn’t feel like 

being grounded until he was twenty-one years old, he 

decided to call Grandpa Jones. There was no answer, 

so Bernard sent him a video message:

“Hey, Grandpa Jones, it’s me—Bernard—and I 

want to thank you for the awesome birthday gift. 

As you can probably tell, I’m in Egypt. And that’s 

because the chair you sent me really does have magic 

powers. And there was a cool old map, astrolabe, 

and gold coins inside of it too. Can you believe it? 

Anyway, I’m gonna go now, but I’ll talk to you soon. 

I’m headed to Buckingham Palace next and then the 

Great Wall of China.”

Bernard tapped the send button, put his phone back 
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into his pocket, and smiled as the tall camel trudged 

along the hot sand toward the pyramids.

For his first time using the chair’s magic, it was an 

overall success—pretty much. Each place he visited 

did present some challenges, which made for adven-

ture stories all by themselves. But the chair’s magic 

worked just as the rules stated. When he was ready 

to go to a new destination, he simply sat back down 

at the “hot spot” where he had arrived, and in a flash 

of light, he would teleport to the next place that he 

imagined.

While in Egypt, Bernard climbed, explored, and 

admired the pyramids’ magnificent structures, 

spooky tunnels, and mysterious hieroglyphics.

In England, Bernard delighted in exploring 

Buckingham Palace from front to back. He played 

hide-and-seek with the queen’s corgis, personally 
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counted all 775 rooms, played a speed round of cro-

quet, and sipped tea with his peanut-butter and jelly 

sandwich in the palace garden.

At the Great Wall of China, Bernard had a blast. 

He learned about the wall’s amazing history. He 

boldly trekked along its long and winding stone path, 

took in the spectacular panoramic views from the 

old watchtowers, and enjoyed a speeding toboggan 

ride back down from the wall through the dense and 

majestic green forest.

When Bernard returned home, his heart was racing 

from the thrill of his unbelievable adventures. He 

realized he had a powerful gift that required great 

responsibility. He also remembered the challenges 

and close calls.

In Egypt, his camel ate his spicy beef jerky and 

started running wild looking for water. This caused 
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Bernard to lose his backpack and come close to vio-

lating rule number ten, which said, “You must keep 

all items you travel with intact to be teleported back 

home.” While in England, he almost couldn’t leave 

when he returned to the hot spot and discovered it 

was being occupied by the queen—because it was 

her throne. While in China, he nearly fell off the 

Great Wall into the wild forest below because he 

ignored the warnings and decided to explore the old 

abandoned sections. With just three short adventures 

under his belt, he was quickly learning the risks and 

dangers of using the magic chair.

Back at home, he wasn’t sure what to do with him-

self now. He looked around his room, but his video 

games and computer seemed boring compared with 

what he had just experienced. He looked out his 

window to see Mr. Jenkins on his porch across the 
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street with his head tilted back, taking a nap. Ha-ha, 

and to think I was worried about being gone too 

long, Bernard thought to himself. Oh well—I guess 

it’s better to be safe than sorry.

His cousin Mo was supposed to stop by and stay 

with Bernard after his football practice, but that was 

still a couple of hours away. Bernard thought he 

should try to call his grandpa again. Surely he’s home 

by now, he thought. Where is he, anyway?

Bernard tried calling once more, but again there 

was no answer. Then he had a great idea.

I’ll just go to his house in Africa. I’ve always wanted 

to go there and swim in the ocean and explore the 

beach and caves in his backyard.

Bernard reset the timer on his watch for another 

three hours. He sat back down on the chair and started 

reading the book’s dust jacket, which described 
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Grandpa Jones’s home in Africa. Well, Grandpa, I 

hope you’re ready for a big surprise. Bernard had no 

idea that he was in for a big surprise of his own.
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 THE SURPRISE VISIT

BERNARD OPENED HIS eyes, and the chair had 

done its job once again. Yes, I made it!

He was sitting in his grandpa’s big leather reading 

chair—the same chair that the dastardly Remi was 

sitting in the night before. Grandpa Jones’s house was 

like a museum fi lled with cool ancient furniture, pot-

tery, metal sculptures, and carvings he had collected. 
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His walls were covered with framed photographs of 

his travels around the world, as well as special awards 

from his photography and earlier days of being a his-

tory professor.

Bernard maneuvered his way through the tow-

ering stacks of books into the kitchen. He opened 

the refrigerator and, just like Grandpa Jones, took a 

long drink of water directly from the glass pitcher. 

He then opened the door that led to the garage, and 

there it was: the shiny red motor scooter he had once 

thought was for him. It was sitting in the same place 

as before. He couldn’t resist, so he sat down on it. 

The key was in it too. I’ve gotta see if he’ll let me 

drive it, Bernard thought.

Bernard ran around to the back of the house, hoping 

to find his grandpa working on his wooden fishing 

boat. He was not there either. After wandering along 
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the white sandy beach behind the house and briefly 

exploring an old cave, Bernard went back inside to try 

to call Grandpa Jones one more time. After Bernard 

dialed his number, a phone inside the house started 

to ring. He sprang from the leather reading chair and 

found his grandpa’s ringing phone under a stack of 

photographs. It was Bernard’s name on the caller ID.

No wonder he’s not answering; he left his phone 

at home, Bernard concluded. Bernard glanced up 

and saw a photo of his grandpa standing next to his 

neighbor Kene and Kene’s wife, Sada. It was Sada 

who answered Grandpa’s phone the night of my 

birthday, so maybe one of them will know where he 

went, Bernard thought. He grabbed the phone and 

headed next door to find out.

Just before Bernard arrived, Boris’s stomach started 

to rumble. “Oh boy, I think that food last night is not 
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happy. I’ve gotta use the can. You mangy mutts keep 

an eye on these two while I’m gone.” He jerked the 

dogs’ chains to agitate them, trudged up the stairs, 

and slammed the bathroom door shut. That left Kene 

and Sada alone with the chained and now snarling 

dogs just a few feet away from them. When Kene 

heard the door shut upstairs, he turned and stared 

intensely into the dogs’ eyes while turning his head 

slowly from side to side until they fell asleep.

Bernard reached the front door of Kene and Sada’s 

house and noticed it was cracked open, so he slowly 

stepped inside. He immediately felt something wasn’t 

right. He quietly started investigating the house until 

he noticed a cracked door leading to the basement. He 

slowly pushed the door open and saw Kene and Sada 

tied up with tape over their mouths. Bernard hustled 

down the stairs until he saw the three sleeping dogs. 
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Kene’s eyes were bulging as he tried to talk. He vio-

lently shook his head to warn Bernard not to come 

downstairs.

Bernard sneaked past the sleeping dogs and removed 

the tape from Kene and Sada’s mouths. “Kene, what 

happened? Who tied you up like this?

“Shhhh. Don’t wake the dogs. Hey, you are the 

grandson from the photos I’ve seen. Bernard, what 

are you doing here?”

“I’m looking for my grandpa. Where is he? Is he 

OK?”

“Bernard, some bad people took your grandpa 

hostage and did this. How did you get to Africa, 

anyway?”

“You’re not going to believe me, but my grandpa 

sent me a chair that has magic powers.”
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“You mean the chair you have is Mansa Musa’s 

actual chair, and the legend is true?”

“Yes and yes.”

“Oh no! The blind man told your grandpa it was a 

replica and that the real chair was hidden somewhere 

in the Great Cliffs.”

“I’m going to call the police.”

“No, if they know you’ve called the police, they 

will for sure hurt your grandpa.”

They heard the toilet flush.

“You have to go,” Kene said. “He’s coming back.”

“What Great Cliffs?” Bernard asked.

“The magic chair is what the bad people are looking 

for. It contains a map to Mansa Musa’s hidden trea-

sure. And they’re making your grandpa take them 

to find the chair in the Great Cliffs today after his 

speech at the bookstore.”
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“I have to do something to help. Where is this 

bookstore?”

The basement door swung open, and Boris lum-

bered back down the stairs.

Bernard put the tape back over their mouths and 

leaped to hide behind a stack of old rubber tires in 

the corner.

Boris looked around suspiciously before noticing 

his dogs were sleeping. “Hey, why are you mangy 

mutts asleep?” he grumbled and then glared at Kene. 

“What happened to them?”

Kene nodded his head toward an old water hose 

hanging on the wall.

“I knew that!” Boris barked. “They’re probably 

dehydrated from this heat.” He petted the dogs’ 

prickly heads and lumbered back up the stairs to get 

them a bowl of water.
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Kene gave Bernard a signal that the coast was 

clear, and Bernard darted up the stairs and ran out 

of the house as fast as he could back to his grandpa’s 

house. He slammed the door behind him and paced 

back and forth, trying to figure out what to do next. 

He couldn’t call the police. If he called his parents, he 

would be grounded for the rest of his life. He knew 

this was something he would have to figure out by 

himself. He thought, These bad people will prob-

ably push Grandpa Jones off the cliffs when they find 

out the chair’s not out there. Or if I go and tell them 

I have the chair and the map, they’ll probably just 

take it and push Grandpa Jones and me off the cliff 

anyway.

Bernard decided to go find Grandpa Jones at his 

speaking event and tell him about the chair so he 

could escape before going to the cliffs. Together, they 
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could go save Kene and Sada from Boris and finally 

call the police on the gangsters. “That’s it!” he said.

Bernard found the address of the bookstore where 

his grandpa was speaking on the event flyer that was 

hanging on the refrigerator. He typed the address into 

his phone’s GPS, grabbed his backpack along with 

his grandpa’s phone, and headed to the garage. He 

hopped onto the shiny red motor scooter and turned 

the key, and it started right up. The engine’s purr was 

like the sweetest music to Bernard’s ears. He buckled 

up the black helmet and looked at his watch, which 

showed he had two hours of magic remaining. He 

hit the throttle and zoomed away, leaving a cloud of 

dust behind him as he headed into town to rescue his 

grandpa.
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 THE BOOK SIGNING

AS BERNARD FEARLESSLY sped through the 

crooked roads along the rugged coastline on 

his way into town, he passed by a big green sign 

that read, “The Great Cliffs next turn.” They were 

the cliffs he had just learned about from Kene, the 

very place the gangsters were planning to take his 

grandpa to search for the chair.
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The cliffs were true to their name—something 

great to see. Bernard nearly wrecked from staring 

too long at the stretch of jagged sandstone cliffs that 

were the length of ten football fields and even taller 

than the water tower back home. He saw a spectac-

ular waterfall streaming from the top of the cliffs and 

what appeared to be tiny ancient sandstone homes 

built right into the sides of the cliffs. Bernard won-

dered how anyone could get up there, let alone build 

a home.

When he arrived at the bookstore, the book-signing 

portion of the event was just starting. The line was 

wrapped around the room. Bernard got out his copy 

of Grandpa Jones’s book and jumped into the back of 

the line.
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He saw his grandpa talking to his fans and signing 

their books. Standing just behind him were two sus-

picious-looking men. Bernard knew immediately that 

they must be the gangsters. They were trying hard to 

blend in and not look like criminals, but this appeared 

to be impossible.

Remi, the boss, was a short, round man wearing a 

sloppy black business suit with a dingy, sweat-stained 

white shirt underneath. He kept wiping sweat away 

from his silver goatee and slicking back his greasy, 

thinning hair.

Remi’s right-hand goon, Ivan, looked exactly like 

the creep from Kene’s basement. He reminded Bernard 

of an oversized WWE wrestler. He had a stone face 

and a military buzz cut and wore black everything: 

sunglasses, T-shirt, jeans, and combat boots. He was 

calmly scanning the room like a Secret Service agent 
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while Remi’s beady eyes nervously darted around the 

room.

Bernard had to figure out how to tell his grandpa 

what was going on and help him escape—but how, 

when the gangsters were so close and watching his 

grandpa like a hawk? Bernard spotted a pad of paper 

and pen in the room and got an idea.

When he finally reached the front of the line, he 

saw that his grandpa wasn’t his normal self. Grandpa 

Jones was in such deep thought that he didn’t even see 

Bernard approaching him to have his book signed.

“Hi, Mr. Jones, I’m a huge fan,” Bernard said as if 

he were a stranger.

His grandpa recognized Bernard’s voice and 

snapped out of his trance. He looked up in disbelief 

and saw Bernard’s face. Before he could say a word, 
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Bernard winked, flashed a big smile, and set his book 

on the table to be signed.

“Hello, young man.” His grandpa played along as 

if he didn’t know Bernard. “Who should I make this 

out to?” He flipped open the cover and saw the note 

Bernard had written:

I know you’re in danger. The magic chair is not in 
the Great Cliffs. The chair you sent me is the real magic 
chair. That’s how I got here. I also have your phone. I 
will give it to you under the table.

Bernard kept talking to distract the gangsters and 

to give his grandpa time to read the note. “Yeah, I’ve 

read all of your books. And this one is the best. So 

when you were in Egypt, did you really…”

Just as Grandpa Jones finished reading the note and 
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slipping it back into the book, Ivan stepped between 

Bernard and his grandpa. “Hey, kid, let’s go. Keep it 

moving. Mr. Jones has other places to be.”

“Oh, I’m sorry. Just make it out to Bernard,” he 

said while reaching out to hand Grandpa Jones a pen. 

“But can you sign it with my lucky pen?”

“Sure, that’s no problem,” Grandpa Jones replied.

Bernard pretended to drop the pen and then kicked 

it under the tablecloth. “Oh no—my lucky pen!”

“Here, let me get it for you,” Grandpa Jones said. 

He ducked under the tablecloth with Bernard.

Remi rolled his beady eyes with impatience.

Bernard quickly slid the phone to Grandpa Jones, 

who scooped it up and dropped it into his cargo-vest 

pocket.

“Thanks, Grandson,” Grandpa Jones whispered.
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“What do you want me to do to help you, Grandpa?” 

Bernard whispered.

“Go back home and lock the doors,” Grandpa Jones 

whispered back.

“What? I have to do something. Shouldn’t I call the 

police?”

“No, not yet. I’ll lead them deep into the Great 

Cliffs in about ten minutes. Once we’re up there, I 

can easily lose them because I know those cliffs well. 

So just go back to my house, lock the doors, and wait 

ten minutes. Then call the police and tell them the 

Mansa Musa Gang has Kene and his wife tied up 

in the basement next door. Finally, when the police 

arrive and Kene and his wife are safe, call my phone, 

and then I’ll make my escape. Got it?”

“Got it.”
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“Got what?” Ivan said as he abruptly snatched off 

the tablecloth.

“Got my pen—we found it. Yep, here it is.”

“Time’s up, Mr. Jones. We need to go,” Remi said.

“Wait. I didn’t even get my book signed.”

“Too bad, kid. The party’s over. Mr. Jones has 

another appointment, and we’re late.”

Bernard watched as Remi and Ivan shoved 

Grandpa Jones into the back seat of their black SUV 

and screeched away. He waited for them to turn the 

corner and then hopped onto the red motor scooter. 

He checked his watch, which showed only one hour 

remaining for his trip. He buckled up his helmet and 

burned rubber heading back to Grandpa Jones’s house. 

Just as he turned the corner, a train was crossing the 

street. By the time the train finally passed, his watch 

showed he had only fifty-five minutes remaining.
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Without wasting another second, Bernard sped 

away full throttle. By the time Bernard was passing 

the cliffs on his way back to Grandpa Jones’s house, 

he could see his grandpa being followed by the two 

gangsters halfway up the path that led to the cliffs. 

He knew there wasn’t much time left. He had just 

five minutes to get back to Grandpa Jones’s house 

and call the police to come and arrest Boris—just as 

his grandpa had instructed him.

As Grandpa Jones climbed higher, he could tell 

Remi and Ivan were starting to feel the effects of the 

altitude and rough terrain.

“How much farther is it?” Remi shouted as he held 

on to Ivan’s arm to keep his balance.

“We’re almost there; don’t worry,” Grandpa Jones 

said.
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“I can’t even tell where we started from. I hate 

heights,” Ivan said.

“Don’t worry. I’ll show you the way back down,” 

Grandpa Jones said as he looked at his watch to see 

how much longer he had to lead them astray.

Just after that, his phone rang.

“Whose phone is ringing?” Remi asked.

Grandpa Jones froze and looked at Remi, whose 

face was bright red with anger.

“We left your phone at your house. How did you 

get your phone?” Remi asked.

Ivan ripped it out of Grandpa Jones’s vest pocket 

and read the caller ID. “It’s ‘Son.’”

“Well, answer it!” Remi said as he handed the 

phone back to Grandpa Jones. “And don’t try any 

funny business. Let him know everything is OK.”

Walter was calling from the wedding reception, 
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still trying to apologize for the misunderstanding 

with the motor scooter. Grandpa Jones assured 

Walter that everything was fine, and he accepted the 

apology. When the call ended, things were not fine 

for Grandpa Jones.

“Who else have you been talking to that we don’t 

know about, Mr. Jones?” Remi asked. “Check it out, 

Ivan.”

Ivan snatched the phone from Grandpa Jones and 

found a series of unviewed video messages. He 

showed Remi.

“Open them,” Remi demanded.

What they saw were all of Bernard’s video mes-

sages to Grandpa Jones while he was using the magic 

chair for his adventures.

“Hey, that’s the boy from the book signing. That’s 
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your grandson? And he has the magic chair?” Remi 

asked.

Ivan calmly dialed his phone to call Boris. “Boris, 

get back over to Mr. Jones’s house quickly and watch 

out for a stupid little kid. That’s where we’ll find the 

magic chair.”

Boris looked out the window of Kene’s house 

and spotted Bernard just as he was speeding into 

the driveway of his grandpa’s house. “This is not a 

problem. I think I see who you’re talking about right 

now.”
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 TOO CLOSE TO HOME

GET RID OF that phone, Ivan!” Remi demanded.

Ivan reared back and threw Grandpa Jones’s 

phone off the side of the cliff into the river below.

“Now show us the way back down, or you’re next, 

Mr. Jones,” Remi said.

Grandpa Jones wasn’t afraid of Remi’s threat. He 
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was thinking only about Bernard’s safety and helping 

Kene and his wife escape. He felt this was all his 

fault. He tried to make a run for it to get away, but 

the path was too narrow. Ivan grabbed him as he tried 

to pass and wrestled him into a headlock. Although 

Grandpa Jones was much more energetic and fit than 

most other people his age, he was not going to over-

power Ivan, who looked like a professional weight 

lifter.

“Nice try, old-timer.” Ivan laughed. “Now march.”

Grandpa Jones, Ivan, and Remi slowly made their 

way back down from the highest plateau of the cliffs.

Back at Grandpa Jones’s house, Bernard hopped off 

the motor scooter, ran inside, and locked the door just 

as his grandpa had instructed. He fumbled through 
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his bag and finally found his phone, but the battery 

was completely dead. You have to be kidding me!

Bernard heard the front doorknob jiggle. He peeked 

around the corner and saw Boris’s giant face looking 

through the small window in the door.

“Hello, is anybody home?” Boris said while 

knocking loudly on the door.

Bernard tried to stay calm. I need to find a phone 

charger. He quickly scanned the room and looked at 

all the electrical outlets but didn’t see one. He knew 

Grandpa Jones didn’t have a landline phone. Upstairs, 

Bernard thought. He would have to sneak by Boris at 

the front door to get upstairs. He patiently waited for 

Boris to glance away from the window before bolting 

across the room past the front door and up the stairs.

Boris called Ivan. “No one is answering the door.”
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“What are you talking about?” Ivan asked. “Bust 

the door down if you have to, and get that kid!”

“Will do.” Boris hung up the phone and started 

pounding on the door with both fists.

Bernard found a charger upstairs next to his grand-

pa’s nightstand. He plugged in his phone, ducked 

down along the side of the bed out of sight, and anx-

iously waited for his phone to charge.

Smash! Boris had kicked the door off its hinges 

and stomped into Grandpa Jones’s living room. He 

looked around but didn’t see Bernard. He called Ivan. 

This time, Remi grabbed the phone and answered it.

“You’d better tell me you have the kid.”

“Boss, he’s not here.”

“Are you sure? This is not good. He may have used 

the chair to go back home.”

“What do you want me to do?”
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“According to the chair’s legend, the magic portal 

he used to get here will stay open for a short time 

after it’s activated. Isn’t that right, Mr. Jones?”

Grandpa Jones struggled to wrestle out of Ivan’s 

grasp, which only confirmed that Remi’s theory was 

correct.

“What does that mean?” Boris asked.

“It means if you hurry, you can follow him to wher-

ever he teleported to by sitting down in the same hot 

spot he used to get here.”

“I don’t get it.”

“Just sit down in every chair in the room until you 

disappear, you big moron!” Remi screamed before 

hanging up. “We have to get down there. Pick up the 

pace, Mr. Jones.”

Boris sat down in all of the chairs in the room, but 

no magic happened. He got ready to call Remi back 
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to tell him the bad news but realized he forgot to look 

upstairs. He tiptoed toward the stairway and began to 

go up. The house was silent.

Bernard was hiding under the bed and continued 

to stare at his phone, waiting for it to power on so 

he could complete his assignment and call the police. 

Then it happened. Bing. His phone powered back on 

and broke the silence.

Boris’s ears perked up. He charged up the narrow 

stairway, knocking down all of the carefully hung 

photographs along the way.

“Yes, ma’am, a member of the Mansa Musa Gang 

is here at Charles Jones’s house right now. And next 

door they have a man and woman tied up and held 

hostage in the basement. Please come as fast as you 

can.” Bernard completed his call to the police just as 

Boris reached the bedroom.
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“I’ve got you,” Boris growled while looking 

under the bed. He reached under the bed, grabbed 

Bernard’s phone, and crushed it like a paper cup. But 

as he reached closer to grab Bernard, the thick hair 

on his arm got snagged and caught in a metal spring. 

“Ouchy! My arm is stuck. Oh, Mommy!”

Bernard knew this was his only chance to get 

away, so he scooped up the remains of his broken 

phone and rolled out from under the bed on the oppo-

site side. He leaped onto the bed and, with one big 

bounce, launched himself over Boris’s reach, doing 

a ninja flip in midair. After landing, he slid all the 

way down the railing of the stairway. He grabbed his 

backpack, plopped down in his grandpa’s chair, and 

activated the magic portal by imagining his bedroom. 

In a flash of light, he was transported back home safe 

and sound.
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In one final tug, Boris ripped his arm free from the 

spring, leaving behind a patch of forearm hair.

“Mommy, that hurts! Oh, that kid’s going to pay for 

this.” Boris rumbled down the stairs to find the chair 

still glowing. “This must be a hot spot.” He laughed 

fiendishly and sat down in the chair. In another flash 

of light, Boris vanished into thin air.

When Boris opened his eyes, he was in Bernard’s 

bedroom. He looked down to see he was sitting in the 

magic chair. He looked to his right and saw a shelf 

full of books, a video-game system, and a wall plas-

tered with basketball posters and world maps. “The 

magic chair is in the little punk’s bedroom?” Boris 

mumbled.

“Yeah, but I’m not a punk, you rotten thief.”

Boris turned to his left, and Bernard was standing 

in a karate position, swinging his nunchakus. Whack! 
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He hit Boris across the side of the head with his 

nunchakus, but it didn’t faze him. Boris stood up, 

grabbed Bernard by his shirt, and pinned him against 

the wall. “Now that wasn’t very nice.”

“Let me go, you bully,” Bernard pleaded.

“Well, kid, it looks like your luck ran out.”

Just then, Maurice flung open Bernard’s bedroom 

door. “Hey, what the heck’s going on?” He was still 

wearing his football pads from practice.

“Come on in and join the party,” Boris said with 

a sneer. “Now I can…how do you say…take out two 

birds with one stone.”

Maurice strapped on his helmet and charged toward 

Boris. “I don’t think so, chump.”

Boris dropped Bernard like a sack of potatoes 

and turned around to deal with Maurice, but he was 

too late. Maurice lowered his shoulder and plowed 
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through Boris like a blocking dummy from football 

practice. He tackled him to the ground so ferociously 

that Boris was knocked unconscious.

Bernard jumped to his feet and dusted himself off. 

“Yeah, chump! It’s more like taking out one big dodo 

bird with two Joneses, right, Mo?” Bernard held up 

his hand for a high five.

Maurice slapped his hand and snatched off his 

helmet. “I repeat, what the heck is going on? Who is 

this dude?”

Bernard took a quick peek out his bedroom window 

to see Mr. Jenkins still taking an afternoon nap. 

“Cool, he’s still asleep. OK, well, you’re not going to 

believe this, but here it goes. The chair Grandpa sent 

me is magic, and it can take me anyplace I want to go 

while sitting in it.”

“What? Now that’s one thousand percent crazy.”
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“No, it’s true. That’s where dodo bird came from. 

I teleported to Grandpa Jones’s house—that is, after 

I went to Egypt, England, and China. Tell you about 

that later. And when I got to Grandpa’s, he was—and 

still is—in serious danger. That is why I need your 

help.”

“Help with what?” Maurice was completely 

confused.

“I have to go back to Grandpa’s house because he’s 

still in danger. But I need you to put dodo bird here 

back on the chair after I go back, because I called the 

police on him, and they’re coming to Grandpa’s to 

arrest him.”

“You know this sounds totally insane, right?”

“Yes, but it’s not. I’m going to show you. Just 

promise me you’ll get him back onto the chair after 

I’m teleported.”
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“OK, sure. I promise. You’d better hurry, though. 

He’s starting to wake up.”

“And last thing: thanks, Mo.”

“Oh, one more last thing: try to call Grandpa’s 

phone to let him know I called the police and that 

Kene’s safe, so he can finally make his escape.”

“Wait, what?…Who’s Kene?”

With a flash of light, Bernard reappeared in 

Grandpa Jones’s living room just as several police 

cars were pulling into the yard. Bernard ran outside, 

zipped past two officers heading to the front door, 

and hopped back onto his trusty red motor scooter 

for one last joyride. As he buckled up his helmet, he 

saw the bright flash of light in Grandpa Jones’s living 

room, which meant that Boris had been teleported 

back just in time to be arrested.
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As Bernard sped down the road—heading back to 

the cliffs to help rescue Grandpa Jones—he waved 

and gave a thumbs-up to Kene and his wife, who 

were being escorted out of the house to safety by two 

police officers.

Kene watched with amazement as Bernard rode 

away. He was shocked by his bravery and tenacity. 

“The kid really did it. He is unbelievable,” Kene said 

under his breath.

When Bernard arrived at the Great Cliffs, he 

looked at his watch to see he had only twenty min-

utes remaining before the chair’s magic ended for 

this trip. He parked the motor scooter next to Remi’s 

black SUV and sprinted up the path that led to the 

cliffs. “I’m on my way, Grandpa.”

Just then, Ivan hung up his phone and looked at 

Remi.
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“The police have Boris’s phone—and Boris,” Ivan 

said.

Grandpa Jones, Remi, and Ivan had made their 

way back down from the uncharted parts of the cliffs 

into the lower plateau where most tourists visited. It 

was where the ancient little sandstone homes were 

built and where people could reach out and touch 

the waterfall as it poured into the crystal-clear rock-

filled basin one hundred feet below. By now, Remi 

and Ivan recognized where they were and how to get 

back down, so they no longer needed Grandpa Jones 

for guidance.

“Well, Mr. Jones, I guess this is where we part 

ways,” Remi said as he slicked his hair back.

Ivan shoved Grandpa Jones backward toward an 

opening that faced the water basin below. There was 

no other way out but down.
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“I really hope you can swim, Mr. Jones,” Remi 

said.

“I hope he can’t.” Ivan laughed.

Grandpa Jones looked down behind him, slowly 

took off his lucky necklace, and replied confidently, 

“Like a fish.” With no hesitation, he leaped straight 

out behind the curtain of water streaming down.

Bernard ran around the corner just in time to see 

him disappear behind the waterfall. “No!” Bernard 

ran to the edge and nearly fell himself. “Grandpa 

Jones!” Bernard was beyond shocked by what he had 

witnessed. He ran and started hitting Ivan, but his 

punches had no effect.

Ivan grabbed Bernard’s arms. Remi reached into 

Bernard’s backpack and pulled out the scroll. “I’ll 

take that. Now we have the magic mask and the map 

to Mansa Musa’s hidden treasure. We’ll have to get 
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the magic chair later. Let’s get out of here so we can 

make the drive back to the helicopter before the cops 

know we’re here.”

“What about the kid?” Ivan asked.

“Leave him up here to rot, for all I care.”

With that, Remi and Ivan left Bernard alone as they 

scurried down the side of the cliff to make their get-

away. When they reached the car, they realized the 

mask was gone. “Wait a second. Where is the mask?” 

Ivan asked.

“What do you mean, ‘Where is the mask?’ It was 

just here.” Remi frantically looked around the back 

seat.

“Oh, do you mean this mask? I don’t think this 

belongs to you,” a voice said from outside the car.

Remi and Ivan spun their heads around to see 

Maurice holding the magic mask and Kene standing 
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next to him with Boris’s leashed dogs snarling at 

Remi and Ivan.

“That’s my mask,” Remi shouted as he and Ivan 

jumped out of the car.

“And those are our dogs,” Ivan added.

“Not anymore,” Maurice said.

“You won’t need either one where you’re headed!” 

Kene shouted as he released the dogs to run after 

them. Boris had no idea that Kene had been secretly 

retraining his dogs whenever he left them alone with 

Kene. It was a skill he had learned from his grandpa, 

who had been a dog trainer for more than twenty 

years.

Remi and Ivan turned around to flee from the dogs 

and saw a wall of police cars behind them with lights 

flashing and handcuffs waiting for them. They ran 

right into the officers’ hands and were immediately 
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arrested on charges of stealing the magic mask and a 

long list of other crimes. Kene called the dogs back 

to him and gratefully petted them.

Unaware of Remi and Ivan’s capture, Bernard stood 

at the edge of the cliff, sobbing and staring down at 

the waterfall’s basin, searching for any sign of his 

grandpa. He was so disturbed that he didn’t notice a 

hand gripping the edge of the dusty cliff.

“I’m so sorry, Grandpa. This was all my fault. I just 

wanted to help you. I don’t know what I’m going to 

do now,” Bernard said as he turned away and started 

to head back down.

“You can start by lending your old grandpa a hand,” 

Grandpa Jones said.

Bernard spun around and saw his grandpa’s 

extended hand and grimacing face as he tried to 

climb back up from the side of the cliff.
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“Grandpa, you’re alive!” Bernard screamed with 

delight, grabbed his grandpa’s hand, and pulled with 

all his might.

Grandpa Jones rolled back onto the plateau, slowly 

got to his feet, and dusted himself off. “Phew! It’s 

been a while since I had to do any rock climbing.”

“How did you not—”

“Fall all the way down?” Grandpa Jones finished 

Bernard’s question. “With this.” He raised his lucky 

necklace—the one he had removed from his neck 

just before he jumped. It was a long piece of golden 

rope with a gold astrolabe medallion hanging from it. 

“I knew that there were a few dwellings nestled just 

below this cliff a few feet down, so when I jumped, 

I used the necklace as a lasso to reach out and latch 

onto the toron, which are those bundles of palm-wood 

sticks embedded in the outer walls of the dwellings 
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just above their windows. This kept me from falling 

all the way down and allowed me to pull myself back 

up using the toron.”

“What? That’s the coolest thing I’ve ever heard.” 

Bernard gave his grandpa a huge hug before noticing 

his watch showing only ten minutes remaining before 

his trip was over. “Oh no! I’ve gotta go before the 

chair’s magic ends for this trip and I’m stranded here 

and Mom and Dad know I’ve been gone.”

“Well, you’d better hustle then. You can do it.”

After making his way back down, Bernard was 

relieved to see Remi and Ivan in the back of a police 

car and surprised to see Maurice and Kene waiting 

for him. He gave Maurice a high five. “Glad you 

decided to join the party, cousin.”

“Oh yeah, you didn’t think I’d let you have all the 

fun, did you?” They both laughed, hopped onto the 
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scooter, raced back to the chair together, and made it 

home just as the sun was about to set in Elmdale and 

Mr. Jenkins was waking up from his world-class nap. 

The two never spoke of their adventure to anyone 

else—especially Alex.

One week after Bernard’s adventure, Grandpa Jones 

returned to Elmdale to switch chairs with Bernard. 

He gave him the replica this time so he could return 

the real magic chair to the cultural center’s exhibit. 

All the members of the Mansa Musa Gang went to 

prison for their crimes, and all the other stolen Mansa 

Musa artifacts were retrieved from Remi’s hideout 

and returned to the cultural center.

Although Grandpa Jones was enjoying his visit to 

Elmdale, it was time for him to say his good-byes 

and get going.
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“Dad, it was so nice of you to make a special trip 

back home to bring Bernard the new chair,” Faith 

said while giving him a big hug. “But you didn’t have 

to buy him a fancy new phone too.”

“I know, but I wanted to. He’s a good kid and 

deserves the best,” Grandpa Jones replied.

“Well, we are proud of him, Dad—especially after 

he was so well behaved and responsible while he was 

grounded and we were out of town last weekend,” 

Walter said.

“I couldn’t agree more,” replied Grandpa Jones as he 

and Bernard shared a knowing smile. “His behavior 

was downright impressive.” And with that, Grandpa 

Jones gave Bernard a firm handshake, picked up the 

magic chair, and walked out the front door.

Bernard was sad that he wouldn’t be able to go on 

any more magical adventures with the chair, but he 
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was happy to help Grandpa Jones keep it out of the 

hands of the gangsters. When Grandpa Jones walked 

out the front door with the chair, Bernard moped 

back to his room and watched him drive away from 

his window as the gold sunlight warmed his face. He 

picked up his grandpa’s book and noticed that he had 

finally signed it. He’d also left another note:

Grandson,
I’m so proud of you. You’ve proved to be a smart, 

courageous, and responsible young man, so I decided 
to leave the real chair with you. Besides, no one else has 
ever proved to have a powerful enough imagination to 
activate its magic. Plus, the real chair is probably safer 
halfway around the world than in the cultural center, 
where it is always at risk of being stolen by gangsters. 
We make a pretty good team, and I may need your 
help again someday.
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Safe travels, and have fun!
Grandpa Jones
PS: Let me know if you ever find Mansa Musa’s     

hidden treasure from the map on the back of the scroll.

Bernard couldn’t believe it. He fell out of his bed 

trying to get over to the chair. He sat down, flipped 

the book open, and feverishly started reading a page 

with a photo of Grandpa Jones standing in front of 

a volcano on the island of Fiji. After a few seconds, 

he heard the familiar sound of the brass gears on the 

chair.

Click, click, click. And just like that, the magic was 

back.

The End




